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1. Preamble 

At a joint meeting of the Ancient and Feudal Sections of the Association for 
the Study of Historiography, TANAKA Masatoshi EE i:p iE 1~ once made the following 
observations on differences in analytical perspectives on basic production 
relationships in the study of Chinese history: I) 

In the study of ancient history [focussing on the Qin* and Han i~ empires] 
the basic relationship is conceived of as the despotic ruler's individual and 
personal control of the people, with state power being understood as a 
constituent element intrinsic to the basic production relationship, whereas in 
the study of medieval history there has been a tendency for this basic 
relationship to be conceived of as a direct production relationship obtaining 
between landlord and tenant farmer, with state power being separated and 
abstracted from this relationship and not linked to it by any sort of 
intermediary agency. 

Tanaka then went on to define the issue facing the study of Chinese history as 
"how to link state power during the historical stage in question to the so-called 
landlord-tenant relationship through a concrete, specific agency peculiar to 
'medieval' China." 

This question raised by Tanaka may be considered to retain its validity and 
relevance even today, more than thirty years later. The points at issue are, 
however, extremely wide-ranging, and the answer to this question is made all the 
more difficult by the current state of research on the land system, labour service 
system and various other aspects of institutional history, which is still inadequate. 
It would seem, therefore, that for the time being one method of approaching this 
issue will be to build up a body of research on institutional history while constantly 
questioning the links between different institutions, with a view to eventually 
bringing this research together in an integrated whole. 

It is from such a p·erspective that I propose to reexamine the lijia £ Ef=' system, 
which provided the actual locus for the formation of the various relationships 
obtaining between state power and direct producers during the Ming EJ:J dynasty. 
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But I will not consider only organizational questions such as whether the lijia 
system constituted natural villages or administrative villages, as has been the case 
in previous studies of the lijia system,2) and instead, basing myself on a standpoint 
that would understand what is generally termed a "system" or "institution" to be 
an abstract entity differentiated from reality and invariably endowed in its 
actualization with certain distinctive aspects, I shall attempt to shed light on one 
facet of the lijia system by examining the realities of the jilinghu 00%~ p or 
"supernumerary households". 

It has long been accepted in academic circles that the lijia system of the Ming 
was based on a principle of organization centred on landowners and that its 
original constituent members were the households of li captains (lizhang £-Et) and 
jia heads (jiashou Eflgf), and it is also common knowledge that in addition there 
existed households called jilinghu or daiguanhu 7r¥f ~ p . On the basis of passages in 
the Veritable Records of the Ming dealing with the introduction of the lijia system in 
Hongwu i~i't 14 (1381) and the account in the Da Ming huidian j(EJ:lfr• on the 
second compilation of Yellow Registers (huangce Jiflfr) in Hongwu 24 (1391), these 
jilinghu have been defined as "households of widowers, widows, orphans and the 
elderly that were not directly concerned with land taxes and labour service", 3) 

"households of the elderly, chronically ill, children under the age of ten, widows 
and absentee landowners" ,4) or "widowers, widows, orphans and the elderly who 
were unfit for labour service and were placed outside the 110 households 
comprising a li £". 5) It would thus appear that the jilinghu have been understood 
to represent households that did not own land and were either not directly 
concerned with land taxes and labour service or incapable of bearing their 
burden. 

However, in the course of examining material onjilinghu to be found in local 
gazetteers and literary writings, I have encountered a number of examples for 
which the above explanations are inadequate, and I have come to feel a need to 
examine anew the actual content of these so-called jilinghu. The aim of this article, 
then, is to present a preliminary study of institutional history in which I will 
undertake to reconsider the jilinghu and also explore class relationships within the 
lijia system. 

II. The System of Small Yellow Registers 

It had previously been considered that the lijia system of the Ming was 
implemented in the first month of Hongwu 146

) and that prior to this taxes and 
labour service had been levied without the mediation of lijia units and in an 
uncoordinated manner.7

) However, a quotation from the Wuxing xuzhi ~JUl;:t
contained in the Yongle dadian 7J<.~:k., of which a photofacsimile edition was 
published in China some years ago, has made it clear that at least in Huzhou l~MM 
prefecture a system involving "Small Yellow Registers" had been current prior to 
this and that ii-captain and jia-head households had already been established, and 
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it has therefore become necessary to reexamine questions pertaining to the 
establishment of the lijia system. 

This point has already been made by Fu111 Hiroshi mii# 1.i,8
> OYAMA 

Masaaki ;J--LlJ.:iESJ:l and myself,9
) and Oyama in particular previously presented to 

the Jisseiroku Kenkyiikai l,'i1;11Jiifdiff~lt a paper entitled "On the Date of the 
Establishment of the Lijia System" 10

> in which he reported that, following the 
example of the township-ward (dubao tB1:~!:) system of the Yuan JG, li-captains had 
already been appointed from the time of the kingdom of Wu ~ and that an 
organization similar in character to the lijia system implemented nationwide in 
Hongwu 14 began to be gradually introduced in different parts of the country 
from Hongwu 2 or 3.11) I too am of much the same view, but becaµse it has some 
bearing on my arguments below, I first wish to examine the passage on Huzhou 
prefecture in the Y angle dadian. 

In the Yongle dadian 2277, "Hu" 1t~, "Huzhou fu" 1tMMF& 3, "Tianfu" EBfllit, we 
find the following quotation from the Wuxing xuzhi: 

15t¥1a 5c~1B~lf..:iE.3::.tL 1ll1:.~lf..:i:Eo £J-EEl&liftf o JE1lfJhffUla ... ij:fJJ~tB1JJ 
Jtlf.:&o #tm::=:~t.:L*a 1lflhfft*lfiJfmo ~Uf.;!J--'.fi-Bfrlllziia ... fi-Bfr lf.:&E!3tL #t 
m;=:~f.;~o~-~Ji-Bfro.B~*.f.;-lllo~~T~EElffl~~ff+~f.;.Jf.:&o 
~+~f.;Ej3§0-~~~olf.:&-~offEj3§+~0 Ej3§-~offAPA~o~ 
ffiJlo J,J+~-mJo ~:ft?tJ!~J*o 

Similarly, in the section on Changxing :&W county there is another quotation 
from the Wuxing xuzhi: 

fiMlf.:&a#tm::=:~~-o-B*f.;-lllalf.:&-~o Ej3§-+~o~ffl-~on 
P£J-TmIEllla+PZ~ffo$f.;-lllo~lf.*-~o E!3§~P~•~~o~ITT~ 
s:=:+rmllla ~~~M'1UJhijt*la 

The first point to be noted in the above passages is that whereas during the 
Yuan dynasty village heads (lizheng lf..:iE) were selected primarily on the basis of 
the size of their landholdings, from Hongwu 3 onwards, in addition to the amount 
of land taxes due, the number of adult male members in a household was also 
taken into account when appointing li captains. 13

) Secondly, as regards the 
relationship between regular wards (zhengtu .:iEIII) and supernumerary households 
(jiling 00%~), when the number of supernumerary households was no more than 
nine, they were attached to a regular ward, but when they exceeded ten in 
number, they formed a separate unit with its own li captain, and jia- heads were 
also appointed in accordance with the number of households. 14

> Here the use of 
the term jiling is unrelated to a household's ability to bear its tax burdens, being 
used instead to signify odd numbers of households falling outside the bounds of 
regular units of household organization, and it thus differs in meaning from the 
jilinghu referred to in the subsequent edict of Hongwu 14. If this method of 
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household organization was indeed actually put into practice, then it is to be 
surmised that there would naturally have existed wards of less than one hundred 
households. 

Let us next consider this point in a little more detail. We are fortunate in that 
the number of wards at the time of the introduction of the method of household 
organization employing a system of Small Yellow Registers in the counties of 
Huzhou prefecture at the start of the HongwU: era is given in the Wuxing xuzhi. 
However, the earliest record of the number of li in the counties of H uzhou after 
Hongwu 14 (1381), when the lijia system is considered to have been implemented 
nationwide, would seem to date only from Chenghua ~1t 8 (14 72). Although it 
cannot necessarily be said that there would have been no changes whatsoever in 
the number of lijia units in the counties of Huzhou prefecture during the 
ninety-odd years between the nationwide implementation of the lijia syst~~ and 
Chenghua 8, in view of the fact that the aim of the establishment of the lijia system 
in the Ming was to ensure the stabilization of imperial power by securing a fixed 
amount of tax revenue for the imperial authorities, one would probably not be 
greatly mistaken in assuming that, providing there were no marked changes in the 
number of households and residents, there would have been no large-scale 
modification of the original basic number of lijia units in the early and mid-Ming, 
when the contradictions inherent in the lijia system are not yet thought to have 
been particularly evident. On the basis of this assumption, let us now compare the 
number of wards given in the Small Yellow Registers for the counties of H uzhou 
prefecture with the number of li in Chenghua 8. 

It will be evident from Table 1 that the number of wards given in the Small 
Yellow Registers for each county far exceeds the number of li in Chenghua 8, and 
this change is especially pronounced in the case of Wukang m:HJt and Anji !:_li:,tf 
counties, which evidence little variation in their number of households during 
these ninety-odd years. If we also compare the average number of households per 
li (Table 2), we find that whereas under the system of Small Yellow Registers the 
average number of households per ward was at the most 95 and in the case of 
Deching {lf~- county less than 60, in Chenghua 8 the average number of 
households per li was in excess of 130 and in Wukang county exceeded 170. 

These facts would suggest that the original number of wards under the 
system of Small Yellow Registers introduced in Hongwu 3 was not retained as the 
basic number of lijia units after Hongwu 14, and that instead a figure differing 
from the number of wards to be seen under the system of Small Yellow Registers 
was later introduced as the basic figure for the organization of lijia units. If 
understood in this manner, it may then be assumed that there were differences 
between the method used under the system of Small Yellow Registers introduced 
in Hongwu 3 and the method of lijia organization implemented nationwide in 
Hongwu 14, and in particular, as was suggested earlier, the relationship between 
jilinghu and regular wards in lijia organization would have differed, with the 
changes probably having occurred after Hongwu 14. 
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Table 1 Number of Households in Counties of Huzhou Prefecture15l 

~ 
Early Hongwu Era (civilian Hongwu 24 Xuande Tianshun Chenghua 
and artisan households: (1391) ~{17 :Rill& 6 8 (1472) 
Hongwu 9; military house- (1432) (1462) 
holds: Hongwu 10) y 

Wucheng 57,211 58,617 39,944 36,940 37,071 
-~M.¥ 

Guian 58,377 61,950 45,285 41,579 41,490 

''* 
Chang- 41,187 40,124 37,559 34,562 33,759 
xing 

*filll /, 

Wukang 10,887 10,256 11,262 10,767 10,773 
jg;~ 

Deching 34,880 11,057 35,664 33,746 33,853 
fiiN 

Anji 17,696 18,044 16,486 14,727 14,547 
*tf 

Table 2 Number of Li and Their Average Number of Households in Small Yellow Registers 
and Chenghua 8 

~ 
Small Yellow Registers Chenghua 818

) 

Number of Average Number of Number of Average Number of 
Wards16) Households per Ward Li' Households per Li 

Wucheng 675 84.8 282 131.5 

Guian 76617) 76.2 309 134.3 

Changxing 434 94.9 259 130.3 

Wukang 166 65.6 62 173.8 

Deching 589 59.2 217 156 

Anji 195 90.7 90 161.6 

5 

Next, let us consider the lijia system in Wujiang ~iI county in neighbouring 
Suzhou iHM prefecture, which was well-known for its heavy taxes. In Wujiang 
county the lijia system had been implemented already in Hongwu 2, one year 
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Table 3 Number of Households in Wujiang County19
> 

Year Hongwu 4 Hongwu 9 Hongwu 24 Xuande 7 Tianshun 6 Chenghua 22 

Number of 80,382 81,572 74,831 79,645 68,365 72,445 
Households 

Table 4 Number of Li in Wujiang County and Their Average Number of Households20
> 

Year Hongwu 2 Tianshun 6 Chenghua 18 Chenghua 22 

Number of Villages 530 54921
> 550 564 

Average Number of 151.6 124.5 ? 128.4 
Households per Village 

earlier than in Huzhou prefecture, and here too, as is evident from Tables 3 and 
4, there was a general decline in the number of households from the Hongwu 
through to the Tianshun and Chenghua eras, as had also been the case in the 
counties of Huzhou prefecture. Wujiang county differed from the counties of 
Huzhou, however, in that there was virtually no change in the number of li. 

In addition, we find the following passage in the Qianlong ~z:~-era Wujiang 
xian zhi ~ffll!}f-;=t, 16, "Yaoyi" f£1!i, "Mingdai yifa" 8J:11t1!if:t: 

,~-■+A,m~W~~a~+p•-,o a,~oX~Tm~~-~ffi?a B 
liffi:o fL+,~U-s-+Pa ~;z-l!a ... £,Jf.(Jlt?f-ns=:+lila f&:ti-+Alila 
fL£~1is@+AAa ,~n~@sA+Aa~m~Wns=:+lila~~H~lila 
i~tBns=+@lila fflt{tq:i ~Uns@+ Alila H'f:wxi~:fLlila i~tBns=: +:fLlil-lli.a 

Although it is not clear whether the "early Hongwu [era]" (#l~*JJ) referred to 
here signifies the period before or after Hongwu 14, in content the system 
ascribed here to the early Hongwu era is the same as the lijia system hitherto 
considered to have been established after Hongwu 14, with one li consisting of 
110 households. It is, moreover, stated that at the time the li in Wujiang county 
numbered . 530. As is indicated in Table 4, according to the Jiajing lUilJ-era 
Wujiang xian zhi, the number of li in Hongwu 2 was also 530, and this means that 
the number of li in Hongwu 2 and in the "early Hongwu" era was identical. 
Therefore, regardless of whether the number of li given for the early Hongwu era 
represents the number of li in Hongwu 2 or that of a later date, it may be assumed 
that the li were organized on the basis of the number of li in Hongwu 2. 

When considered in this light, it would appear that the so-styled lijia system 
implemented in Wujiang county in Hongwu 2 was either based on the same 
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organizational principles as was the lijia system, hitherto believed to have been 
implemented after Hongwu 14, or else bore a very close resemblance to it, and it 
may therefore be said to have already embodied the standard form assumed by 
the z~·ia system of the Ming. 

If the z~·ia system of the early Hongwu era is understood in this fashion, then 
the so-called lijia system that began to be gradually implemented throughout 
China from about Hongwu 2-3 onwards and was organized on the basis of adult 
male labour and land tax may be said to have been implemented in a variety of 
forms that accorded with the individual circumstances of li in different regions 
and were most suited to the collection of taxes. Then, with the establishment of 
the Ming dynasty's power base, the lijia system that had been locally implemented 
in accordance with these diverse realities and on the basis of varying forms was 
given a uniform and standardized form, and it is to be surmised that this occurred 
some time around Hongwu 14. 

However, generally speaking, insofar that any institution is an abstract entity 
always differentiated from reality, even an institution that has come to be 
endowed with a standardized form will, when actually implemented, invariably 
possess distinctive aspects in response to distinctive forms of reality, and the lijia 

system was no exception to this. Let us now consider the relationship between the 
lijia system and the jilinghu. 

III. ]ilinghu 

Previous scholars have assumed that the lijia system of the Ming was implemented 
on a nationwide scale in Hongwu 14, and hitherto the relevant passages in the 
Veritable Records of the Ming and the Da Ming huidian have been cited as the most 
basic source materials describing the lijia system as an institution. According to the 
entry for the first month of Hongwu 14 in the Veritable Records of the Ming, 

~~*~TWUo ■-~-Mo~$~-s-+~Ufflo-fflz~•Tffl~ff+A 
UZ~o~sJ5U+~o ~~+Ao~~£~-A~§+Aoffm-mz•o~~ 
EIWo 3li:~Elmio i~t~Elfflo ~+~-Jllo %lUIJ~J-JT*l~~-:::xo ~£■U-Mo 
MZ§!iU-llo ~£~ffil~M3Ju~1H~ff o JtU1'Wff1i~ s-+ J5 Z7l-o rrff~IJ1J~ll1&0 
~ EIOOit~o Mnx:•1z~Pl~o - J,J~p:g:~o ~=:JtlJ$TIJ(,~rJJ#J!ll~§'~-~o 

In other words, each li was composed of 110 households, and within each lithe 
ten households with the most adult male labour and land taxes due were 
designated li captains, while the remaining 100 households were divided into ten 
jia; each year one li-captain household and ten jia households took turns in 
serving as the li captain and jia heads respectively; in addition, widowers, widows, 
orphans and the elderly, who were exempt from labour service, existed outside 
the 110 households comprising the regular lijia membership and were called 
"supernumeraries." According to this account, li memberships were divided into (i) 
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li-captain households, (ii) jia-head households, and (iii) jilinghu, and an edict of 
similar content is also recorded in the Zhengde iEffi-era Da Ming huidian 21, 
"Hukou" p□ 2, in a section on the compilation of Yellow Registers. 22) 

However, in the response to a memorial on the format for compiling Yellow 
Registers recorded in the same Zhengde-era Da Ming huidian in an entry for 
Hongwu 24, we find the following passage: 

JUiHM[ffi:o ~~lli*iBo li~o-tB~1'Ef J5o ~~nsn+J5W~nllo JUrn+Po 
:5J'-il*1Bo irft~llffi:~To ffi:~llt&o ~!H~53Ut~At1*mffio ~~~APo aH~~ 
;~Ji*=t:f:iJyJ,+~1,1 r&JMiji-W~~fAJ5tit#l:o 

This informs us that in a township (dou tB)with 600 households, 550 households 
would be divided into five li, with the remaining 50 households being placed 
under the supervision of the li captains, attached to each li, and assigned labour 
duties, and these 50 households were not allowed to be used to supplement the 
population of another township in order to create another li. In addition, this 
passage also explains in greater detail the Hongwu 14 edict concerning li, stating 
that they could consist of the elderly, the chronically ill, children under the age of 
ten, widows, and absentee landowners. 

In addition to the (i) li-captain households, (ii) jia-head households and (iii) 
jilinghu a~luded to in the Veritable Records, this passage from the Da Ming huidian 
makes special mention of (iv) households that were attached to each li and 
assigned labour duties (hereafter referred to as "daiguanhu"). 23

) Since these 
"daiguanhu" existed outside the 110 households comprising the regular lijia 
membership and were under the supervision of the Ii captains, in principle they 
would not have been directly liable for regular lijia labour service, but in view of 
the fact that they represented the households that remained after the 110 
households with the most adult male labour and land taxes due had been selected 
to form a lijia unit and were, moreover, distinguished from the jilinghu consisting 
of the elderly, the chronically ill, children under the age of ten, widows, and 
absentee landowners, they would have been households with some adult male 
labour and land24) and were presumably assigned miscellaneous labour duties. 

It would, however, have been inconceivable that when actually organizing the 
population into lijia units, the number of landowners in all li would have 
represented multiples of 110, and it is only natural to assume the existence of (iv) 
surplus households in actual lijia organization. Why, then, was it that the edict of 
Hongwu 14 nevertheless makes no mention of the existence of (iv)? Generally 
speaking, institutions are implemented in accordance with specific political aims 
for the purpose of realizing those aims, and although institutions and reality are 
by no means unrelated, it is normal for an institution itself to be underpinned by 
specific political and subjective aims. When there is a despotic ruler, as was the 
case in China, these subjective aims will represent the ideals of the emperor, and 
there will in all likelihood be a tendency for these ideals to assume a form still 
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further removed from reality. 25
> If institutions may be conceived of in such terms, 

then the passages relating to Hongwu 14 would have expressed most clearly the 
ideals of Taizu )!(fftlL who believed that all households possessing adult male labour 
and land should perform regular lijia labour service, and only those possessing 
neither adult male labour nor land and truly incapable of bearing the burdens of 
taxation should be attached as jilinghu to the 110 households comprising regular 
z~·ia membership. These subjective ideals of the emperor, who sought to 
uniformly incorporate into each 110-household li all households possessing adult 
male labour and land, may thus be considered to have been expressed in an 
unadulterated form in the Hongwu 14 edict. By way of contrast, the passage from 
Hongwu 24 in the Da Ming huidian records regulations that took into account to a 
certain degree problems that had arisen in the actual organization of lijia units, 
and when compared with the edict of Hongwu 14, they may be said to have been 
based on a more practical and realistic standpoint. 26

> 

When considered in this manner, the stratification within lijia units that the 
imperial authorities actually had in mind would have consisted of the four 
categories of (i) li-captain households, (ii) jia--head households, (iv) "daiguanhu," 
and (iii) jilinghu, with (iv) representing those households that were liable for 
miscellaneous labour duties other than regular lijia labour service and (iii) 
corresponding to those households described in the Veritable Records as "widowers, 
widows, orphans and the elderly unfit for labour service." 

In point of fact, a clear reference to these four categories in connection with 
the ranking of households is to be found in the Jiajing-era Raining xian zhi il~J\t% 
~ 2, "Tianfu zhi" EB.J!lit~, in a section on labour service. 

11,~JE:ffJIJo fL/1fW,,M/~£W:+ij::-~J!lit1~fi-flfro 5},~J:.~T=:Po =:~AJ=ifXJ~tt. 
~-~~~ofil-a-+J=i5E~-1!.ofX1+~~1!.Ro-a~~,§oW:lER-~ 
~Ji,§+~o ;lt)'i-3Z.~-~TJ=io laftffflo x.T~mf~o 5tilit1i0+~RTo t4F5E 
+ij::o £ ,1t::xfii' 0 

According to this passage, under the regulations laid down by the national 
authorities, once every ten years Yellow Registers were to be compiled for each 
subprefecture (hu 11f), county (xian ff-), township (dou) and village (li),27

> and these 
divided all households into three ranks without taking into account the four 
occupational categories of military, civilian, saltern and artisan;28

) among the 110 
households constituting a li, ten were appointed li captains, while the remaining 
100 households became jia heads; lower-grade households other than these 
formed attached households, while still lower-grade households were regarded as 
jilinghu and apportioned among the ten li captains. The four household categories 
alluded to above are thus clearly distinguished here, being divided into four or 
five grades. 

It was not always possible, however, to realize in actual lijia organization the 
intentions of the imperial authorities as expressed in the form of an institution, 
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and there were naturally major discrepancies between imperial ideals and actual 
lijia organization with respect to the treatment of jiLinghu too. An example of this 
may be seen in the Jiajing-era Huizhou Ju zhi ?!1+1/#;=t, 5, "Hukou zhi" J5 □ ;=t,. 

W:-s-+J5·~-ffla [il]-t-&HUWZ-llla -1L0IE;tt~#~*a ;!tJ=i+a Ef3§i"J5aa 
~~B~*a~WB®*a~mBffl*a•:tt~~~m&~~Z-*a 

According to this passage, a Li was composed of 110 households, with ten 
upright and competent households being appointed Li-captain households and the 
remaining 100 households acting as jia heads, and any extra households were 
called "supernumeraries." Here, jiLinghu are not determined on the basis of their 
ability to bear the burden of taxes, as was laid down in the edict of Hongwu 14, but 
are instead defined as those surplus households falling outside the 110 
households constituting a regular Li. 

This usage of the term jiLinghu is, however, by no means unusual, and 
examples may be found in various local gazetteers. For instance, in the Tianqi ](@= 
-era Dongan xian zhi **J!ll;=t, 2, "Buyi tmiffl:_: Hukou," concerning the Northern 
Metropolitan Area, we find the following passage: 

W:ffl+E¥aW:E¥ffl*-J=ia Efl§i+J=ia~~-~Pa~+J5z~~-:ttam~W~ 
@,~!m+lmffla ftJ=ilm-f-J\.slm+a fmffli~fiu~a ]=!IJJ5D~PTJU€:a 

Each jia consisted of one Li-captain household and ten jia-head households, and 
any remaining households were designated jiLinghu, and since it is further stated 
that there were 44 Li in the early Hongwu era, with many jiLinghu existing outside 
the approximately 4,840 regular households,29

) this usage of the term jiLinghu 
probably dates from the early Ming. 

As an example from the Southern Metropolitan Area; one may quote the 
Wanli ;i;jff-era Shangyuan xian zhi J:.5cJ!ll;=t, 12, "Iwen zhi: Jizhuang yi" fix;=t,, ~ 
Etift, in a section on Yao .Ruxun ~~&11, governor of Darning j(~~: 

A,5'c-ffl+E¥a -E¥+Mr·a -1JF+Pa 11:tiEii-lli.a +J=iz&i-~~~a ]=!IJ!Wz~~J5a 
This tells us that if there were any households falling outside the ten households 
constituting one jia, these were called "supernumerary households" (qiLinghu ~~ 
p ). 

The Qianlong-era Wujiang xian zhi 16, "Yaoyi: Mingdai yifa," similarly states 
that any households that were left over when organizing a ward were attached to 
each jia and called "supernumerary households" (qilinghu): 

E¥~W:lll+Aam~W~~a&+J=i~~Ef3a BEf3§ia~~Tm~:tt-J=iffiJ5a B 
-='-*a fL+Efl]=lrJ-s-+J=ia iwz-ffla ~mt-llla ~f#JUJ~ft1J~f&E¥z1&a B~~J5a 

The Qianlong-era Fenghua xian zhi ~1tJ\l,,%~ 1, ''Yudi zhi: Xiangdu" -:1:1:B~, 
ffi~i~, also pertaining to Jiangnan rI1¥J, describes the system of Li organization 
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during the Ming in the following terms: 

m~~s+Pa•+~o~~~-A•*◊ffi,~+Po~~ff-~ff-~o-+ 
~~~fflffion~~~TffiLro~-K~~~o 

Each li consisted, namely, of 110 households, and because a unit of less than 110 
households could not form a li, these were treated as "attached" or "supernumer
ary" households and did not form a separate li. 

The Wanli-era Ningde xian zhi ~{@;~~ 1, "Yudi zhi: Jiangyu ~1:1:i," from 
Fujian WMJ!, likewise states that any households falling outside the ten households 
constituting one jia were called "supernumeraries": 

This type of usage is not, however, confined to local gazetteers, but is in fact 
also found in the Veritable Records of the Ming. In an entry for Hongwu 23, 8th 
month, bingyin rRjj{, we read: 

P~M~=o lt~Jiffl ~ -Hfr:tt-*#irfr$11:1t1JU51MT O ... fL-+-p J,_')Jff#J!ffi£*o 
#JJffi£*J,.:J. +, PJr~ffl o fL-s-+ P:Jl:fflt-*a ~if-~IJ~ft~f&Elm~J'.~Po 

Here too it is stated that if there should be any households falling outside the 110 
households constituting a li, they were to be attached to the li and called jilinghu. 
This particular entry sets down the procedures to be followed in the second 
compilation of Yellow Registers, scheduled for the following year (Hongwu 24), 
and it indicates that ever since the implementation of the Ming lijia system there 
had existed two different interpretations of jilinghu on the part of the imperial 
authorities. 

Furthermore, as was pointed out in the previous section, under the system of 
Small Yellow Registers introduced in Huzhou prefecture in Hongwu 3, jilinghu 
were defined as households attached to regular wards, and this would indicate 
that in some regions the term jilinghu was being used in its original sense of 
"surplus household" already in the first years of the Ming dynasty. It was in the 
context of this general understanding that the imperial ideal, identifyingjilinghu 
with "widowers, widows, orphans and the elderly unfit for labour service," was 
presented in the edict of Hongwu 14. 

Thus, although it is true that in the ideals of the imperial authorities the 
jilinghu as a theoretical institution would indeed have represented "widowers, 
widows, orphans and the elderly unfit for labour service" or "households of the 
elderly, the chronically ill, children under the age of ten, widows, and absentee 
landowners," it may be assumed that the households referred to as jilinghu in the 
actual lijia system would have included households left over when selecting 110 
upper-, middle- and lower-grade households to form a li, namely, households 
corresponding to the aforementioned (iv) "daiguanhu" and (iii) jilinghu. 30

> This is 
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evident from the following passage from the Jiajing-era Xiangshan xian zhi :ffi:LlJJI!,,% 
;:t, 2, "Yaoyi," where it is clearly stated thatjilinghu included both households with 
"very little adult male labour and land tax"31

) and the households of "widowers, 
widows, orphans and the elderly unfit for labour service." 

m,z~om~+~$~ffl~T■M~•Mo~-§-+J5m-mo ~-*m~z 
-~o~Tff~#-Am*oft~Bm*oft.El£*o•-§A~+~o--, 
~U-*o ffti,§f+Po Tll~Y&ffe.JtJUJJ1Jffl.1:;f1f$-#~1H"N~1B1-o aJJzmt~Po 
JJfil!$ft'§#EIJ=l$£*o ~lxia~ZtJF$o +~rffimJo FL*l3i:Jt~3k~~J!o gfj 
1JJfflJ5ffB~§jo WT~z:1t~#3'Ezo 13¾;JF~::kti#:;fJ!o 32

> fflt1t~f1Tl1~1t~ 
1-t:tl~JEo 

In conclusion, it may be said that whereas· the definition of jilinghu as 
"widowers, widows, orphans and the elderly unfit for labour service" reflected a 
substantive assessment of the peasantry with respect to their ability to bear the 
burden of taxes and was a manifestation of the state's desire to gain the greatest 
possible degree of control over them as targets of taxation, the identification of 
jilinghu with those falling outside the 110 households forming a regular li had as 
its goal the formal consistency of the lijia system from a standpoint aiming at the 
smooth and uniform operation of the system while conforming with the realities 
of actual li composition. It was in this manner that the jilinghu, which in principle 
did not include households other than those unfit for labour service but in actual 
practice included surplus households capable of labour service that were formally 
placed outside the regular lijia unit and, as will be described below, were charged 
with supplementary or reserve roles for the purposes of taxation, evolved as a 
concrete manifestation of an attempt to reconcile the unlimited demands of tax 
collection with the limitations of their practical realization in the actual li context. 

IV. The Relationship between the Jilinghu and Taxation 

As was explained in the previous section, the households referred to as jilinghu 
within the lijia system also included households with adult male labour and land, 
and next I wish to consider the relationship between the jilinghu and taxation. 

First, with regard to landownership by jilinghu, we find the following passage 
in the Xicun ji '@itt~, "Dui: Gejian dui" tit, ~~n, by Shi Jian Ee.~ (1434-96): 

:ex:Fr:i~BBIHm~~Zjlj(1J~ Ee.a ... El o ... A,ff1¥JZffiJlii1~m ~T ~o -Ei-~zffi:~f~o x.m 
iI1¥I~o iiFLll-$IDIHl:1iHlo ,JUl:x83z~JJ;fI!!L rrn~,-;~U~o J,Jm;;{ffft:Mlo 
;JMi1t!?.1UtPJitrt-t:!1o it~J:Jzm$o 1J~¾~Jt#iii:~¥t~o 1l¾~m::tc~~~z~ Elffl!ff o 
1tl?.ffi~IJ@.z~ EltHffo ~:;f~~ .&83111¥~A5to .. :ftf-ltiHtB0~o,-;~o ,-;~t~1f-t:!1o 
@nT%Elo FLffllffJSo JS83+iii}\~T#llo Rif«Ji:ttt#~■J,.miEmfo ~:;f~~iu~mlo 
FLlHf Po J5it,-;rnzt{Wg o '§@nmit~!Bo ;g=@.1fB1~#~J5Jr1~~o ~:;fit#iu 
~m'9:o ... 
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According to this passage, during the mid-Ming in Suzhou prefecture in 
Jiangnan there were deceitful people who juggled with the law by borrowing the 
names of women, the elderly and the weak and purporting to be daiguanhu,33

) or 
by borrowing the names of other counties and li and claiming to be absentee 
landowners, whereby they were able to avoid taxation while possessing large 
amounts of land, and so in order to prevent any inequities in taxation assistant 
prefect34

) Shao :g~ issued instructions to the effect that only households with less 
than 10 mu iii~ of land could be deemed attached households, while households 
with more than 10 mu of land but claiming to be attached households were to be 
incorporated into the regular lijia membership. This means that in Suzhou 
prefecture during the mid-Ming there existed landowning attached households 
and that landowners with less than 10 mu were recognized institutionally too as 
attached households. 

That being so, of how much value was 10 mu of land to contemporary 
peasants? In the Chongzheng *ff!J{ -era Wucheng xian zhi JHUJt-;t; 3, "Fuyi," Shen 
Yan iitfm (1566-1638) of Guian county, who served as Minister of Justice in 
Nanjing (Nanjing xingbu shangshu ffiJiUflj:g:~faH!=), writes as follows: 

~-~~~z*~Zo-~~a~ti~~~~o~~*~E~ffi~~ott~*~~Eo 
-~*ffl~EE®aoa~m~~E®aafim~tt+E~o~m*SKm~~~ 
4®¥h¥o ttii*IfEiro ®*~Z1=if~!flo ~tt:zfi%o ~lfOf~o 3Z.#~5JIJ.1L1tiN~ 
JJi%'§..Ll§siZo ... )(. ~f~ 1§ JJDi*~o 

Shen Yan states, namely, that the area of land farmed by one peasant was 10 mu, 
but that very little remained once taxes had been paid. Although dating from 
some time later in the Qing dynasty, a farm management programme drawn up 
by Zhang Lixiang 5lnlffrf in Shunzhi Jl[liB 15 for the surviving family of his friend 
Mr. Wu .I@~ of Ganpu itttm in Haiyan i-BJB county contains the following passage: 35

) 

Mm+iii~o 13 ~H!i~ JE.-*Z~o :t=WA1tlll1HW~Em~~o :t=1ffib"{' A!=!IJ~tfil.Ao 
11JE. fit miWt ® e o ... IJ.rn ®frJ m o ft~ :tc I o •~~ fE o ~ .1,1 ~ JJ:J o 

This informs us that the tilling of 10 mu of poor farmland sufficed to feed a 
family, while if one was industrious and thrifty and the womenfolk engaged in 
manual homework, it was possible to lead a life of relative comfort and perform 
memorial rites for one's parents. This means that in Jiangnan 10 mu of farmland 
was the standard unit of arable land for a peasant family at the time,36

) and this 
would have represented the minimum amount of land necessary for peasant 
households to sustain their reproduction provided that they tilled the land 
themselves and the womenfolk engaged in manual homework. 

In addition, in the "Zi Guangdong xun'an zai jiang fuyi ce xiangyi bin chacui 
Guangxi wence you" if)l=Jll~~¥}#~~ft\1!i-fflr~itt:tf1E11/Jt1mx-fflrEi3 contained in the 
Huo Wenmin gong quanji ff=x~-0~#; 9A, "Libu gongxing" ~:g:~,0fr, by Huo Tao 
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-~ (1487-1540) we read as follows: 

-~m~~-¥~~0~•*$~o-~rr~~~¥o~a•$~-~x:~~$ 
~~o J!Ht-JIB-~$1[1fm~~lzgo .¥JIJ=g:~o ~1f~ft(/jf~~~fijJie.jxJJEJ~JJf~
~fli\1~:X-fflritiio ~~flj=g:~-JIB-~$fJUo ,t;~~M±~1~o f~jlji;J!.11r//f1iJ:o 1!'i¾j(g-~o 
~~~*amffiUff~~*~-~~tt~fflfflR~J-.~&Wm-fflr~o~*fflff~~ 
JPJ£W~lm1!Uka 1tmk:®:~fff1J:®:~o iJfflHrft11ia ~!\tH)(~_Uf-=fo .~~iR*-=fo 
~ttffl*-=fo~~-~Afl&-~m±+~UT~J:~o~O■U~M~J:o~a 
ilUrH~:reJiJRJ-.f)(~IW1l&-fflr~o .m.'5J":::~1Hw1l&a i711f~lffl11*mxtJ.ilt.~f~o 

We thus learn that the Ministry of Personnel (libu ~:g:~) was of the opinion that in 
Guangdong )Jf~ impoverished families owning less than 10 mu of land ought to 
be differentiated from other households and exempted from taxation, and it may 
thus be assumed that in Guangdong too, as in Jiangnan, a minimum of 10 mu of 
land was considered to be necessary for a self-managing peasant to sustain his 
reproduction. 

Meanwhile, in his Hu Duanmin zouyi iifa.lft!mit~ii 3, "Ding ceji yi jun fuyi su" 5E 
-fflrilU:l:{;Jflit1~ffi, Hu Shining iifa.1-Ht~ (1469-1530) makes the following proposal as a 
way to equalize taxation in Sichuan lmJII province and thereby appease the 
populace: 

EJ( 83fHDfrlfflfta ~*•~~n a *1!.~ffi83:l:fuo *}tfs~J:. TJ!IJB1fll-Ao "ff. 

J=i i' i.¥:&;1'J=: iE 1f a n + iBM.:l T ilift~~ a ~ A~:t£J *~~~11JUfHl ~ ~~ 

He suggests, namely, that when installing tenant farmers on land the owners of 
which have fled, those who are given about 100 mu of land should be registered as 
households, assigned miscellaneous labour duties, and incorporated into the 
regular lijia membership, while those with less than 50 mu should be included 
among the jilinghu. In this case the land in question was abandoned land and may 
be assumed to have lain waste for some time, with a corresponding decline in its 
productivity, and it was presumably for this reason that the standard minimal area 
of arable land necessary for a self-managing peasant household to sustain its 
reproduction is given as about 100 mu, which was somewhat more than the normal 
standard minimum at the time. 

It will now be evident that among the so-called jilinghu there were some who 
actually owned land and that the possession of a certain amount of land was 
sanctioned by some local officials, although the limits imposed on the area of such 
land would have depended on the labour productivity of the region and would 
have been determined in accordance with local conditions. However, the area of 
such land was generally less than that necessary to sustain a peasant household's 
reproduction, and those households that were incapable of sustaining their 
reproduction by means of their land alone were recognized as jilinghu by local 
bureaucrats. 
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Next let us consider the relationship between the jilinghu and the land tax. 
The Wanli-era Xinning xian zhi flr~W.l~ 7, "Renshi kao: Dingliang" A$~, T¥i, 
contains the following passage: 

-itliUURT J,_:JJ~{,;~$-o ... ~oftiJ=ifi~=:=::o~MiZ-To n~:fi~Wz=T o 
1Jfijj'~lt¥0 :j(JUJfi~:fil{o ~:t!Jt1t,&i~o ~-=fOO{f~1J,J=ifi1l4~fo YXllfr-fr O ,!ft 
J=i~o rmii*J51¥~ljj'~iJRZ-To ~El~To •-mt£tUlli:tJ3MW~o ;tt~ate 
rmfl~~~o ~rm~OOAA&oli!.M~~ofilfflz•~~=o 

This tells us that when the Single Whip system was introduced, even though the 
land tax on small jilinghu was at the most no more than a few pecks of grain, they 
were assessed for the labour of one adult male along with households exempted 
from land taxes. 

Furthermore, in a letter by Huo Tao contained in his Huo Wenmin gong xuanji 
6B and addressed to Lin Ruhuan if+YfrJg, in which he dwells on the futility of 
buying back monastery lands with public funds and then giving them to monks, it 
is stated that because regular jia-head households were fully occupied with 
supporting monks, small jilinghu were bearing the burden of providing military 
provisions: 

£L El =!HEI o § iE~ El=' §f tLJ:.mtUff1i o ·t1U~/mi1J, J=i JJ3'E]I[ jfpj37
\ *~1!83 ±.Q:+J§: ~o 

[sic] 

~pi\\£iUIUiE~E!='§f o 1tt:=:R'l:rJrt~~□fflo A, B mtmtJJ3'E]l[ifii1o !=IIJ1i83~1£~3'E• 
j[fij~*o 

Likewise, in the Jiajing-era Daye xian zhi j(?i:;-!11,*~ 2, "Tianfu zhi: Qiuliang fj( 
fi," pertaining to Huguang iii~-, we read: 

~83ii1=f5Elto rmfft1$Z~~li ~~J\*o ~o~ifeJll!itiiiA~fio fflEtEIU~~!~Z 
~1~o 83*fi1¥~!~Z~Po ~ZliIEJcZ~fflo ~OJl!,,U11:i'-38):%~.,,1,fr1Eo *~~:l:SJo 
~lli*~•M•te-~J=i*-+-a@+:=::o~4o~~~-M~WR*:=:+=:o 
:=:4o BA•M*AW1~*:=: +~E o fM1lfJ.,J~*@awi:o o 

This too indicates that there were instances in which jilinghu were liable for land 
taxes, and one can probably assume that, with the exception of special cases, all 
landowning jilinghu were burdened with land taxes. 

Next, there is the question of the relationship between the jilinghu and labour 
service. Since, as has already been noted, "widowers, widows, orphans and the 
elderly unfit for labour service" were, according to the state ideals of the early 
Ming, to be excluded from the 110 households constituting a regular lijia unit and 
were called jilinghu, these jilinghu were originally exempted from labour service, 
and this system thus became the target of abuse, an example of which we find in 
the Veritable Records of the Ming in an entry for Xuande 10, 6th month, dingsi TB: 
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l@;l(l#*o J:.5crr~=W,,lWJffi:R El3tt1JJjm;fJ,fl,g!IX~11.' J=i:ft:1~·0 1Hi$j\;f=f~1![:ft 
li:EJH19:&1?12s~J=i* o W:~~:-HJtffiJtil?:RJJllffiHt~lf o !P&miffli~J=iitkJ=io 1i~mtr 
1~£J,f_Hl~o 7'c?Jf~C*~o 

In order to avoid z~·ia labour duties, wealthy households would, namely, offer 
bribes to officials so as to be made daiguanhu, and in their place jilinghu would be 
treated as leading households and allocated regular lijia labour duties. Similarly, 
the following entry for Jiajing 9, 3rd month, mouxu DGB<:, also reports that it was 
not uncommon for regular lijia households to arbitrarily assume the status of 
daiguanhu or jilinghu in order to avoid labour service: 

J=i tf~tl filill a:.mJ tt J5Jf ~ YN-HH- itli-1i: s o flfr~ z ~J,.:L JEJ=i o :l:{9 fli\1~ -t!L o fftll* Jt rt~ f.PF N&o 
ffi£tt~ff~-~mofl8~-~~-~o&~-~~--o~~-~~~o~~ 
1±1:[J,.:L 11~ o ~ffi*-~J=i £J,iJM o 

It would appear, however, that in actual practice guiding principles were not 
always strictly observed in all subprefectures, counties, townships and villages. For 
example, an epitaph ("Ming zhengfeng dafu zhengzhixiang Nanjing libu 
zuoshilang Fan gong muzhiming" SJ:JI£*:k~IEis~~~l¥fi:Rff~tifl!{~1tt0~;:t-jt) 
recorded in the Yang Wenyi gongjinpo gao ~x~0S1i:}J.U~ 5, "Muzhiming" ~;:t-jt, 
by Yang Shouchen ~~~t (1425-89) contains the following passage: 

0~fl1.o *~i~o -*±1io ~~clio *:k1f:l';~Z1io t!tJ@a1'Mo §~i£J:1i;l(Eo 
3Z.n~*o ... ~~JJo H=;f~~%Z~o tH□iI~Jl!jo 1-tmxit<~o ~_§_SJ=lo m~□ ,,¾Zo 
~'ilm:1JZ1iro ~$~.q:o 0tt~%o ifHUt4WJil¥ffi.l-&lo )t~~~~~fli.£+1m 
1.JtEio tMili!Ja:.1i:Ziio 0£J,~Jt~t~11-t!Lo F.,=BM~$*Z11HEB~J!ffli~P*o !t<ZBo 
t!ts P1~~1ffi EBJtJ=iffi~1~r1f¥0 ~JE~~o 1l~ffiJ;1~Z*o !z9J,:J-11~lli.:!,7E;o 

It appears that when Fan Li 111:fll! became district magistrate of Jiangling ff~ 
county during the Xuande era, the county's tax quota was 140,000 shi ';;fi of grain, 
but because the inhabitants were poor, they were unable to pay. At the time, some 
farmers who were tenanting land belonging to the families of military officers and 
soldiers and claiming to be jilinghu established independent households, 39) yet 
avoided labour service while tilling the fields, and because this became a matter of 
public knowledge, they were given a household grade and made to pay the 
appropriate amount of rice tax, whereupon the county was able to pay its tax 
quota in full. This was a case of tenant farmers claiming to be jilinghu, who paid a 
rice tax instead of performing labour service, but it does not appear to have been a 
permanent arrangement. 

As an example of a more permanent arrangement that was also institutionally 
recognized, we may cite the following passage concerning Shaanxi ~W from the 
Zhengde-era Chaoyi xian zhi :~I}]@.Jl!j;:t- 1, "Tianfu" 4: 
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5.lrs £L 1W T ~lit:1:J i¥:1J aJE.~ IJ 11:)G i*o iitfl~ £L=: + /\ 1f lll!ffl o rm ~ 1tz o W-fiJ:J ~!fJ. ~ o 
a~~ff£Lffl■i¥:ffoBi¥:ffi¥:BfE.o•~rm■~ffloBi¥:ffffS~@rm~z•o 
J:.~TAM~~-0 ~~T/\•~~-oT~T=:M~--o--ffT-&~~ 
-~R*o 

Prior to the Hongzhi era, labour duties were allocated according to the 
requirements of the time; once these had been met, no further assessment was 
made, and each li was rested in turn. However, from the Hongzhi era onwards the 
"allowed assignment" (tingchai l.!i¥:)40

) system was adopted, with some households 
making an annual payment which was stored in the local treasury: upper-grade 
households were levied 7-9 qian M for each adult male member, middle-grade 
households 4-6 qian, lower-grade households 1-3 qian, and jilinghu 1 qian, and as 
a result there were no longer any households that did not pay some form of 
taxation. It is stated here that, under the allowed assignment system, from the 
Hongzhi era onwards jilinghu, instead of performing labour service, paid 1 qian in 
silver for each adult male, and this means that, regardless of whether or not they 
were assessed for land taxes, all jilinghu with adult males were liable for a silver 
levy. 

In addition, an entry in the Veritable Records of the Ming for Hongzhi 8, 11th 
month, yiyou z::;gg, contains the following passage: 

,J=i~~w,~~~tG~H1co i1~sJJ~1!~tf~~ii1T$Ko ... -tlit».lfflMtRo ~l!IffiEJ3 
1'ff o 1~~-Jffi-Z~Ki1tW%~AJ=io ■i'f~i¥:o Jl:mJ~EB:ifu~~ffUJ@lt~o ... J:.B ... <1Uio 

In Lujiang JllrI county in the Metropolitan Area people without any fixed abode 
were made to settle down and bring unused land under cultivation, and a request 
was made for them to be incorporated into lijia units as jilinghu, assigned light 
labour duties, and, in view of their cultivation of reclaimed land, assessed for land 
taxes. This would suggest that even households that owned reclaimed land and 
had adult male members were not assigned regular lijia labour duties when 
considered to be inadequately self-sufficient, but were recognized as jilinghu and 
assigned only light duties. 41

) 

It has hitherto been considered that in principle only landowners were 
targetted for labour service during the Ming dynasty,42

) but there is some 
evidence that from the mid-Ming onwards even households without land were 
assessed for labour service. For example, in a letter ("Wuzhong fushui shu yu 
xunfu Li sikong" ~~~litm:;=.w.~~*p}~43

)) contained in the Wang Wenke gong ji 
.rX'l19'0#e 36 by Wang Ao .r~ (1450-1524) of Wu ~ county we read: 

A,Z.J5Jri~j:~11£~j($£LE8~5Eo EB~~J:.P,o J:.J=i~IJ£o E89l~IJ~o .EBX.ffo 1JJ' 
::fat ;It jf jJ z ~Q 1PJ ffl 0 

This informs us_ that under the equalized labour service system labour duties were 
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allocated on the basis of landholdings, with upper-grade households being 
assessed heavily, households with little land being assessed lightly, and households 
with no land being assessed even more lightly, and this would suggest that in 
Jiangnan in the early sixteenth century even households without land performed 
equalized labour service. 

In addition, as has already been pointed out by Fujii Hiroshi,44
> the Da Ming 

huidian 20, "Hubu" pif~ 7, "Hukou" 2, "Fuyi," contains the following passage 
concerning the implementation of the Single Whip system in Jiangxi ff!§: 

~iJt: IZQ ~@ <lo ff 1§;:ffr D,OD JiJf JI fff 1'1·1Jlll~ rJi~1~o ~~~_;_ff m o 1* 1J ~ 1H!IJ n ;tt 
1-tiiI~zJ: o m.~:Liilto 1*ffl~~~UtHttHt5t*~zJ: o :1JoJ,J-:liJto m[tt-~~ 
J:IHR*To mHtTf.Hffiiifo ~~~J=i1±1~60 .11Jl1~4~o ;tttt~~;lrt~;lrt1~0 ~~fill 
J=i ~5 J=i~ffllr1t1i'io ~01lfT1lMi~ti~T J=i'o 1N~TiRo 7flfT7flfli~Kl~4' Po lJ.. 
fi~T&~Tfi{Jt4f~Ki~J:.J=io fJ!.m~TliftHP'lo ~-5:EfjUo JJ:t-f~m!rtz~s 

Since it is here stated that households with adult male members but not liable for 
land tax were incorporated as lower-grade households and assessed for adult male 
labour and silver, this would indicate that even households without land were 
targetted under the Single Whip system if they had adult male members. In view 
of the fact that this explanation is given as an alternative to the foregoing 
reference to chief households (touhu fijp) that actually performed labour service 
and auxiliary households (tiehu ~5P) that rendered assistance by giving money or 
grain under the equalized labour service system, it is possible that, as was the case 
in the above example from Suzhou, households with adult male members but no 
land were also liable for equalized labour service. An almost identical passage 
occurs in the Chongzheng-era Minshu r~il= 39, "Banji zhi WHi~: Fuyi," where it is 
stated that the Single Whip system was introduced in Wanli I, and it may be 
assumed that the situation was similar in Fujian. 

In addition, the Tianqi-eraDongan xian zhi 2, "Buyi: Chaiyi ~1~," contains the 
following passage: 

•*±§~•ott~fflU~~T~o®~•~moWffi~~-o~~~~Zoftffl 
-~ffiffl~Wo~fflUmx7flfff~o-*Uffiffl-%~Wo~HffiZfo~~ATo 
i!iMomt5>*~io 81-1-ITTT ffiiR~&o 5t**~=mlll:ffi=jio ·ltJI.IJl{*llt*ffiiRIZQ 
&A~o~~Bffi~~o §~TTJ=iffi~EME~o~TBTT~-;tt~mffim~ 
~~filo~A~1:Jfilo IZQ~tt~filo~*mffifflfo£ffi®XffiZfo 

Because labour service was frequent and heavy in Dongan ** county in the 
Metropolitan Area, the burdens of its inhabitants were heavier than in other 
counties and subprefectures, and whereas during the Jiajing era adult males of 
the lowest rank (xiaxiading TTT) were already paying 4 qian and 8 fen% in silver, 
by the Tianqi era they were paying 5 qian and 5 fen. Since these adult males of the 
lowest rank are described as workmen without property, dwelling or occupation, 
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it is clear that they here ref er to people with no land. 
On the basis of the passages quoted above, it is possible to ascertain that from 

the mid-Ming onwards there were some regions where households with adult 
male members but no land were targetted under the equalized labour service 
system and Single Whip system, and since, as is indicated by the designation 
xiaxiading in the above passage from the Dongan xian zhi, they represented the 
lowest rank of households, it may be assumed that in the context of lijia 

organization many of them belonged to the category of jilinghu. If understood in 
this manner, it becomes clear that although in principle the so-called jilinghu of 
the Ming were exempted fmm taxation, in actual practice they were often 
assessed for labour service. · 

What significance, then, does this fact hold? Although it is undeniable that in 
one respect the jilinghu were originally of a proforma extraneous character in 
relation to the lijia unit, on the other hand they also appear to have been a 
supplementary entity essential to the maintenance and survival of the lijia system. 
For example, an entry in the Veritable Records of the Ming for Hongwu 23, 8th 
month, bingyin, states that when vacancies occurred in the regular lijia mem
bership, they were as a rule to be filled by jilinghu: 46> 

J5 tiM~o ffi: ~Ji-Mo J,J-fflr~- ::$:o t:f::,&-fr itft 1~17ll SJi lr o ... ;ttt~l=~ 1!. Et' o -0:H&}Jj{ ~ 
::Jz~J.IH~o ~Ql!Jlzo flU15~ Ef J5 fXlo ~Tfl~~imxo $i~Uf5~ o 1J~lll1ft:JS P'J~~o 
~~~T~~Afoo~-}Jj{~--o~~~ao 

For this reason we find the following statement in the Zhengde-era Da Ming 
huidian 21, "Hukou" 2, "Cuanzao huangce: Chingli huangce fushili" tl~Ji-M, r1'f 
:flw-M~t$1JU: 

In point of fact, the number of households established for each lijia unit in the 
early Ming was strictly adhered to, and permission to alter, abolish or combine lijia 
units was not readily granted. Therefore, it was only on the premise. of the 
existence of jilinghu in reserve, as it were, that the reorganization and survival of 
lijia units was possible. In addition, as has been pointed out in the past, th~ lijia 
system was organized in principle on the basis of the number of regular-member 
households, and therefore the nature of the lijia system was such that it could be 
maintained on a permanent basis only on the premise of administrative stability 
based on the protection and nurturing of regular-member households. 

However, as has already been pointed out by Oyama Masaaki, regular
member households under the lijia system were not necessarily all petty 
landowners of similar circumstances,47) but included households belonging to 
various social strata, and consequently it must be said that there would have been 
some disparity from the very outset among different lijia units in their actual 
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ability to bear the burden of their taxes. Therefore, even if the amount of taxation 
imposed on each lij"ia unit within the same county was more or less equalized,48

) it 
would still have been difficult to avoid the imposition of excessive burdens on the 
li-captain and jia-head households of particular li. Thus it was inevitable, both 
from a need to prevent the ruin of regular-member households because of 
excessive taxes, and also with a view to maintaining stable administration, that 
there should have arisen the question of making jilinghu able to pay taxes assume 
part of this burden. 

For these reasons it is to be surmised that, as was prescribed in the regulations 
of the Da Ming huidian, some jilinghu were forced to share the tax burden on a 
temporary basis -already- in the early Ming. But from the mid-Ming onwards, ~ 
gradual decline in the reproductive functions of li under the existing lij"ia system 
and steady increases in the tax burden of lijia units may be assumed to have 
resulted in a need to gradually perpetuate the burden imposed on jilinghu, which 
was then eventually institutionalized by local authorities. 

V. Conclusion 

As has been noted in the above, the actual mode of existence of the jilinghu during 
the Ming dynasty did not necessarily coincide with the intents of the imperial 
government as exemplified by their characterization as "widowers, widows, 
orphans and the elderly unfit for labour service," and in actual practice the 
households comprising a li were classified into grades in accordance with their 
social status, with 110 housesholds being selected from among the upper- to 
lower-grade households and the remaining households being termed jilinghu. 
How, then, did this relate to the operation of the lijia system? 

The li that were actually organized into lij"ia units already possessed their own 
distinctive class relationships, and the introduction of household grades and the 
classification of households into a stratified order of li-captain households, 
jia-head households, "daiguanhu" and jilinghu represented a recognition and 
reinforcement on the part of the imperial authorities of the actual class and status 
relationships obtaining within a li and an attempt by the imperial authorities to 
create a unified system of control through the medium of these relationships. 
Therefore, although the lijia system was underpinned by an organizational 
principle of standard units consisting of 110 households, this method of 
organization, with its absolute figure of 110 households, was not strictly enforced 
within each li, and instead, while relying on a format whereby state power directly 
controlled the li-captain and jia-head households among the 110 households, in its 
actual content it represented an attempt to gain control of the peasant population 
by means of a form of lijia organization in which each li had its own particular 
number of households, including.jilinghu, and which was of necessity predicated 
on the community functions of the actual li. 

The jilinghu within a lijia unit included households with adult male members 
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and land, and they were frequently subjected to taxation. We know, moreover, 
that the tax burdens of each lijia unit within the same county were more or less 
equalized, and therefore the differences that actually existed between lijia units in 
their ability to meet these tax burdens inevitably resulted in excessive demands 
being made of the ii-captain and jia-head households of particular lijia units. In 
such cases, the partial transfer of these tax burdens to jilinghu acted as a buff er 
and made up for some of the shortcomings of the fixed-amount tax payment 
system, as well as conducing towards the stable maintenance of community 
reproductive functions in li under the lijia system. 

When considered in this light, the so-called jilinghu included within the lijia 
system, although appearing on the one hand to be, formally speaking, of an 
extraneous and parasitic character vis-vis the lijia system, were on the other hand 
an essential constituent element intrinsic to the lijia system. This was because these 
jilinghu played a particular role in the reproductive processes of the actual li under 
the lijia system, and it could be said that they were therefore made to play a 
distinctive role in the very maintenance of the lijia system itself. 
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tax were appointed li captains, but under the lijia system implemented from Hongwu 14 onwards, 
li captains and jia heads were determined according to both the number of adult males in a 
household and the amount of land tax due. See Oyama's above report (n. 10). 

12) Although it is here stated that one ward (tu ii, synonymous with li £) consisted of 100 households, 
it is possible that, as in the case of the edict issued in Hongwu 14, each ward consisted of 110 
households since it is further stated that the li captain supervised 10 jia heads and eachjia head 
supervised 9 households. 

13) In a passage on Guian county in the same Yongle dadian it is stated that the household with the most 
land in each ward was appointed li captain (4lfilJ,J.E8?f::\!r-J=iS£-£t), thus suggesting a 
discrepancy in our sources, but since (as is pointed out in n. 14) the section on Guian county is 
inaccurate, I do not follow this reference here. 

14) In a passage in the section on Guian county in the Yongle dadian, quoting from the Wuxing xuzhi, we 
read as follows:J:r-Jlfr £ EJ3 r~m:=if::~S~o 4lf-s,J=iS-11 a 4lf ilfJ E8 ?f ::\!r- J=iS.lf.:&:o ~ EJ3 tr-+~ o 
~-~RoftJ=im~~~ila+J=im~EIS-ila EJ3tiiB~J=i~~•®•o~~+if::-maMMt 
TABATAilo~lf.:&tTABA+~o EJ3tiit~ATA8AT~o 
However, it is obvious from the fact that the number of jia heads far exceeds the number of 
households that this passage is inaccurate, and it is to be surmised that the numbers of wards, li 
captains and jia heads have each been increased by one place. In addition, the numbers of li 
captains and jia heads have been arrived at by mechanically multiplying the number of wards by 1 
and 10 respectively, and the number ofjia heads given here cannot possibly have corresponded to 
their actual number. 

15) The number of households for the early Hongwu era is taken from a quotation from the Wuxing 
xuzhi in the Yongle dadian 2277, "Hu," "Huzhou fu" 3. The number of households is based on the 
Huangchao chaoji liuxian junminhu ~,m=j;~AW.lf-.!j[!R;J=i, and it is expressly stated that the figures for 
Changxing, Wukang and Deching counties include artisan households. However, in the figures 
given in the table the civilian and artisan households in Hongwu 9 and the military households in 
Hongwu 10 have been added. All other household figures are based on the Hongzhi-eraHuzhoufu 
zhi 8, "Hukou." 

16) These figures are based on the Wuxing xuzhi quoted in the Yongle dadian 2277, "Hu," "Huzhou fu" 
3. In some regions li were termed "wards" (tu). 

17) This figure has been corrected in accordance with n. 14. 
18) The figures for Chenghua 8 are based on the Hongzhi-era Huzhou fu zhi 4, "Xiangdu" ~~1~ 8, 

"Hukou." 
19) This table is based on the Jiajing-era Wujiang xian zhi 9, "Shihuo zhi" ~~;:t 1, "Hukou." 
20) This table is based on the Jiajing-era Wujiang xian zhi l, "Jiangyu" ijf~. Because the number of 

households in Hongwu 2 is unknown, the average number of households per li in Hongwu 2 has 
been arrived at by dividing the number of households in Hongwu 4 by the number of li in 
Hongwu 2. . 

21) Although there is a gap of ten years between these figures and those referred to inn. 18, they have 
been used for convenience' sake because I have been unable to find any figures for a closer date. 

22) The content of the corresponding passage in the Zhengde-era Da Ming huidian is stylistically 
almost identical to that of the Veritable _Records of the Ming, but it has " ... £),-s -+ p.£0 :jlT ?f 
:lr+ AS:&:o ... :$tfiJ!IJ~£J, Tlt?faS::j:.::o ... " where the Veritable Records of the Ming has Tt~ for 
both T 1f and Tft 
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23) "Attached household" (daiguanhu fHiJ=i) is a term contrasting with "regular household" 
(zhengguanhu iE ~ p), and where as regular households represented the 110 households made up 
of li-captain and jia-head households, attached households were those that existed outside the 
regular lijia membership to which they were affiliated. Here, however, daiguanhu is used not in this 
general sense, but in contrast to jilinghu, and it has therefore been deliberately set off with 
quotation marks. 

24) It is possible that households with adult male labour and land included not only households with 
both adult male labour and land, but also households with either adult male labour or land. 

25) This is evident if one considers, for example, the early-Ming policies aimed at fostering 
owner-cultivators, centred on the policy of "enumerating the population and allotting land 
accordingly" (jikou shoutian it□ ~B3). Tanaka Masatoshi, "Minsho tochi mondai no ichi kosatsu" 
18JHJJ±±!!!.F1=1~~0)-~~J (A consideration of the land question in the early Ming) (University of 

Tokyo Colloquia, on East Asian History, 6 July 1963) dealt with this question. 
26) That the edict of Hongwu 14 lacked in concrete detail probably reflects the fact that, rather than 

the lijia system having been implemented anew nationwide as a result of this edict, it tended to 
confirm in the form of a uniform ideal the existence of a lijia system that had already been 
operating to some extent in various regions. 

27) The Yellow Registers are considered to have comprised registers compiled by li captains (liwence 1l 
)(-Jlfr), general registers compiled at the county, subprefectural and prefectural levels, and registers 
presented to the emperor by the Ministry of Personnel (hubujince J=ifr5:i1t-Jlfr) (Matsumoto Yoshimi, 
"Mindai" [seen. 2]), but the compilation of township registers (duce t/5-Jlfr) is specifically mentioned 
in the case of Haining county. 

28) Although it has been stated that "military, artisan and saltern households, whose very status 
indicated their labour duties, were each recorded in separate registers, and only ci¥ilian 
households were targetted in the compilation of the Yellow Registers" (Matsumoto Yoshimi, 
"Mindai" [see n. 2]), there are examples in materials from the Jiajing and Wanli eras in which all 
categories of households have been recorded together in the Yellow Registers; see Yamane Yukio, 
'}uroku seiki Chugoku ni okeru koko tokei" (see n. 5). 

29) Although it cannot be unqualifiedly stated whether or not population statistics in local gazetteers 
included jilinghu, the section on Baoding 1:lii:JE prefecture in the Wanli-era Baoding Ju zhi 1:iJE11f ;'t, 
19, "Huyi zhi" J=ifl;t;, contains the following passage: ·J=i □ 0 J=ilif.itlislm+Ao ~J=i.:::;!it.:::f-J\ 
st+Ao•J=i-f.it.:::f-ABA+=o•~J=i-f-fts.:::+no.~J=i-f-t+-o □ A+~t.itJ\f
lis J\ +1t. 0 In addition, in the population ;tatistics -for each county absentee landowner 
households are recorded in the corresponding column in the case of four of the twenty 
subprefectures and counties of Baoding prefecture, and since the total number of absentee 
landowner households in these four subprefectures and counties tallies with the number of jilinghu 
in Baoding prefecture, it is evident that some subprefectures and counties were reporting absentee 
landowner households as jilinghu to the pref ectural authorities. 

30) If the format of lijia organization is considered in this fashion, it is then also conceivable that in 
special circumstances tenant-farmer households may conversely have been included among 
regular-member households. Although I do not have any material at hand that is explicit in this 
regard, mention may be made of the following excerpt entitled "Ji you sungjian yi baijia" iltblft 
~J;J.J&* from the Dupian xinshu tHlUJrft= (which has a preface dated Wanli 45): 

,ij § P.!1HtirrHBJ!Ao ~:i:151J,Ao 3ft/ifiHHto :/J*~·ij■•o ~r-'¥-~lliKo f(~~:lfM P.!i/io ~501iW-P.!i/i:X: 
~Dmo ffiif§illffi*llo § P.U.■•~*o ·lix.lltrffio ttc~~W-zfr~o ?J'.r-_~5 Iii Ao *tFfl□ o ·It 
11:tffiAi*if§Mf_*flo A.tp.!Rzo ~W-*~o =AJYM!~:1'§9o 11:tPi~H!U□ o EIJUEJ.litjt~xo ■-~PJ!.o 
tp.J!iU.:k::lf~ § P.!i/io § P.!i/i?J'.r-~lVHt o fJS-1{!il:Ui'gzo ■~f~W-fl£~Dmo tHi~mo Wzilx"E"Zo El P.lilifFX~ 
~ffloW~S■-o&WJ;J.mzo~-~~o ■••~tt15"£o•g•~o ■■-~£Z~o3Z.& 
13-U;lfo 11:t~~l*ZM=io x./Jt/1:P~Ut:W-A~fto * B ~l~JCo 1!§ P.!1Hih.P A*llitflo Ji~~wxJJ~o 
mfifPJ■•mtr~Bo ft4-1i~*llitflo ~MJw~~~&l.o :ti:mEi:J=ti!!tMH12o ftJ;J. § :WISZo 1Jt-fgjlffi~~~o 
.R-tU§:f1*1f~mlio ftffr$~~1.i""'io ~fi~§~o x.J;J.~iHISZo 11:t~w?J'.r-~Himl~o 1W.iJJ'1:iJilo 9:l'EI~ 
~~tl~~to *ifHliiJ.lito ~A,1i~~Uf,L'o jjg'.~,~Jjio ■•Bo ttiiftJ¥io .i11f-{ffiJSo iJ?J'.r-1iiJJio ft 
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£,)'f;~Zo § q~iiiZElo &~HMlo :fJtln'«ft-:;kJl{:;go {A:fJt~W$;-:e.1ltl't~o ;s1H:111EcfJl~il'.:tTJEfflo 
~-Elo *~1ffl~i&llx±A::lfo ::xB@Pt!:;!t*4~f~&mo -Ji;lt~m@P~lSZo :ll;lt~/±\:$71-Bo JlJj'j.$;-jl 
~*1'F!:fo ~JJ/±\o •@P~!lit§;ltfmAm-o ~mtE1ttaz~io Ji~~~-~mmJi~~o ~mffiZElo ;tt~BJ:tE 
~~~ffl§i1~o WJilito -~~ffo ,RJ,J::W.H!Hf:fflo ;J:§;fl8j\o ~;(£Yl-§;o ~m.R1lPJJ.~t;~Elo ±A~o 
11:tll!f~o ~1t~llt-o -~o )'c;11i.i;li5z1~io ocitiiio ;!t1ff!AJ,J-~il~wi:o '§:t{i)l:-~mo m 
JiB~MH: 5lo ;It~m 3Z. !~~1tJi m!Go iilili 1lt ~ ft o Pi,PJnJiJt o izg 1:1'F ~il ~~flJE ~ o 111.lt :5t-J:. o ex 1tlilt~ 
*ffio ®*~ffl1tJ!o EB'.t~JfWo §q~lUt•Elo :fJt#1JJP!.j-ftWJio 1t::fB~§"o ~~1J~li:to ~-Elo 
1tDiiPJJ.:fJtWJio )'c;E,f~Jlo ~:fJt;(£.:Jtg:r$;-~o fi@J~-t!Lo A,W(·II1to x:li::f1lo 1ii:-r!i'J~PZ·"ilJ~o 
~z•"ilJ~o~~--Afflo.EBJffflo §•ffi::fWft*o~~ffimo•m~Y8£oJJ~B::lr• 
~Bo 1J.tfgg~JlJLto il'.m·lifflo 
The wife who figures in this episode is described as being b~th a jia head in the li of which Ma 
Yinglin ~~f~ is li captain and a tenant farmer, and at least as far as can be judged from this 
source, it was possible to be both a tenant farmer and ajia head, although there is no conclusive 
evidence that she was not a part owner-farmer. As regards the liability of non-landowning 
households for taxation under the Single Whip system, see Section 4 below. 

31) Dingliangjueshao T*U@&. According to Morohashi Tetsuji ~i.:Jt~::j(, Dai kanwajiten ::ki#HOru'f~ 
(Vol. 8), jueshao ffi& means "very little." Furthermore, in Wan Qi 3:.ifj-'s Xu wenxian tongkao rf XIX 
~~ 20, "Hukou kao: Ceji" pt]~, -Jjfr~, it is stated that those whose land tax is less than those of 
jia heads are called "supernumerary [households]": 
~-s-+J5~-£o~;Itg:rT~~::lr+AJi£fto~sp~Ji+~o~~£*-Ao~m-£z$o 
... ;!tEB*l::f &imflft1J~-~ 17'1::lf El~~o ::ftt+ PZ~lo 
Similarly, in the Kangxi ~~~-era Shimen xian zhi EP~~;:t 2, "Jijiang ~ii: Fuyi," it is stated that 
households with little adult male labour and land are called linghu ~ p and attached to a jia: 
smiwt ... ~+lm:¥~~-£~-s-+J=io ~£ft+~o J,J--£ft~+~1ir o ;ttTEB9''::lfJ1.Ji~fei•o 
flft~'¥1&0 
Since linghu is equivalent to jilinghu, it is evident from these two sources too that households with 
little adult male labour or land were classified as supernumerary households. 

32) This means that, following a suggestion from the Ministry of Personnel, Li-captain households 
were appointed in perpetuity in Xiangshan county from the Xuande era onwards. 

33) As an example of the names of female households being appropriated in order to claim the status 
of jilinghu, we may quote the following passage from the Jiajing-era Huizhou fu zhi ~1-1-lf(f;:t 1, 
"Tujing: Changluo xian tujing" II*~' *~~Iii*~: 
~Jt~=+-:¥0 £~..t§"rlltUNo ... ft~~~.rJr~-o 4~fl~lil~EBo f.Ml-s:kHiEo ~~~:tco 
*Mtt~+~Po~tEZITfiAeo£ftfilT•~-~o~S~~o~&*mo 

34) ]ianjun iiffi). This term perhaps signifies an assistant prefect (tongpan ~;j!lj) of a prefecture. Details 
about assistant prefect Shao are unknown. 

35) The surviving family of Mr. Wu consisted of his mother, wife, two sons and an infant, but because 
the mother and infant were incapable of providing for themselves, each year his three friends 
Zhang Lixiang, Yun Si fl;!tlr and Wu Pouzhong ~~ 1lfl would together contribute 10 shi of rice in 
order to assist them. Therefore, the farm management programme in question was drawn up so 
that they could be supported by the labour of the wife and two sons. Although a family of three 
would seem to be somewhat small when compared with the norm for the average family at the 
time, because they had to rely on the labour of only a woman and two children and frequent 
complaints were made of a lack of manpower, their farm management itself would inevitably have 
been of the extensive type, and since a decline in production is also to be inferred, they would not 
have been particularly well-off in comparison with standard contemporary farms. (See Bu nongshu 
1mJlUl 2, Appendix: "Ce Wushi shengye" tU~~~~; Zhang Yangyuan quanji 5l~il:@J~ 10.9, "Yu 
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[This article was translated by Rolf W. Giebel.] 
(Certain terms [such as village-+ li] were later changed by the author.) 


